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1 Introduction 

The first-of-its-kind SLC linear electron positron collider has proven to be a 

powerful facility for tests of the Standard Model via the measurement of Elec- 

troweak couplings at the 2’ pole. Its highly longitudinally-polarized electron 

beam (P, > 757). d 0 an small luminous region of (1.5 x 0.8 x 700) pm in (x,y,z) are 

particularly advantageous for the measurement of Electroweak quantities. The 

SLD detector, described in more detail elsewhere in these proceedings,’ is tailored 

to take maximum advantage of these attributes of the SLC machine. 

In particular, the VXD-II CCD pixel vertex detector, in place through the 

1994-5 run of the SLD, when used in combination with the SLD central drift 

chamber tracker (CDC), p rovides an uncertainty in the T - 4 impact parameter 

of charged tracks relative to the 2’ production point which approaches llpm 

for high momentum tracks, and is 70pm at plm = 1 GeV/c, including the 

uncertainty in the location of the primary vertex. The corresponding resolution 

in the r - z plane is 37pm and 80pm, respectively. 

For running in 1996 and beyond, the vertex detector was upgraded to the 

VXD-III detector,2 employing improved CCD technology which allows a greater 

longitudinal coverage (see Fig. 1). The maximum 1 cos 81 for which all tracks cross 

a minimum of two layers is extended by VXD-III from 0.75 to 0.90, providing a 

substantial increase in coverage in a region where the analyzing power of Elec- 

troweak asymmetries is large. In addition, the smaller amount of material per 

. layer, and greater-radial extent of the detector, leads to a substantially improved 

r - 4 (r - z) impact parameter resolution of 14pm (26.5pm) at high momentum 

and 36pm (42pm) at plm = 1 GeV/c. Additional components of the SLD 

detector include a Cerenkov ring-imaging particle identification system (CRID), 

a gaseous central tracker (CDC), lead-liquid argon electromagnetic and hadronic 

calorimetry (LAC), warm-iron/Iarocci-tube hadronic calorimetry and muon iden- 

tification (WIC), and a low-angle silicon-tungsten luminosity monitor. 

After recording an initial sample of 10,000 2’ decays with low electron po- 

larization in 1992, the SLD recorded runs of approximately 50,000 2’ decays in 

1993, 100,000 2’ decays in 1994-5, and 50,000 2’ decays in 1996. For these latter 

runs, the mean electron beam polarization was (63 f l)%, (77.2 f 0.5)%, and 

(76.5 f 0.8)T o, respectively. The 1996 mean polarization value is preliminary. 
!’ 
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Fig. 1. Comparison between VXD-II and VXD-III geometry in r - 4 (upper plot) 

and r - z (lower plot). 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the Compton Polarimeter System. 
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2 Electron Beam Polarimetry 

Precision polarimetry of the SLC electron beam is accomplished with the Compton 

Polarimeter, which employs Compton scattering between the high-energy electron 

beam and a polarized Nd:YAG laser beam (X = 532nm) to probe the electron 

beam polarization (see Fig. 2). The Compton scattered electrons, which lose en- 

ergy in the scattering process but emerge essentially undeflected, are analyzed 

by the first beam-line dipole downstream of the SLD interaction point, beyond 

which they exit the beam-line vacuum through a thin window, and enter a thresh- 

old Cerenkov detector segmented transverse to the beam-line. The Compton cross 

section polarization asymmetry. 

J=3/2 _ /=I/2 

A(E) = uE E 

“E 
J=3/2 + &l/2 

in the differential cross section 

between electron and laser spins aligned (J = 3/2) and anti-aligned (J = l/2) 

is easily calculable within QED, and is measured at seven different values of the 

scattered electron energy in the Compton Cerenkov detector. The ratios between 

the calculated and observed asymmetry in each channel, after a small (- 1%) 

correction for showering in the material upstream of the Cerenkov radiator, pro- 

vide redundant measurements of the product Pep, of the electron and laser beam 

polarization (see Fig. 3). The laser beam polarization, typically 99.S%, is con- 

tinuously monitored, allowing for the precise determination of P, to a statistical 

accuracy of approximately 6P,/ P, = f 1 y o every three minutes. Relative system- 

atic uncertainties in the Compton polarization measurement are summarized in 

Table 1. In 1993-4, a relative polarization scale uncertainty of f0.69% was ob- 

tained; the preliminary 1996 value of f1.04% will improve substantially once the 

analysis is finalized. 

3 Z” - Fermion Couplings 

At Born level, for an electron beam polarization P,, the differential cross section 

for the process e+e- + 2’ + f7 is given by 

J(z) cfc [(v,2 + ufj - 2a,v,Pe)(vj + u;)]( 1 + 22) + [2a,v, - (Vf + a~)Pe]4v,ajz (3) 
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Fig. 3. Measured Compton asymmetry in the seven active channels of the thresh- 

old Cerenkov detector (dots). The upper curve is the expected energy dependence 

of the Compton asymmetry for the case P,P, = 1.0; the scale factor relating this 

to the best-fit curve is thus the measured value of P,P,,,,,. 

. 

Table 1. Year-by-year systematic uncertainty on the electron beam polarization 

scale, as measured by the Compton Polarimeter. The 1996 result is preliminary, 

-- 

and is expected to be reduced after the full analysis is completed. 

Uncertainty 1992 1993 1994/5 1996 
(preliminary) 

Laser Polarization 2.0 1.0 0.20 0.20 

Detector Linearity 1.5 1.0 0.50 0.50 

Detector Calibration 0.4 0.5 0.29 0.30 

Electronic Noise 0.4 0.2 0.20 0.20 

Interchannel Consistency 0.9 0.5 - 0.80 

Sum of Polarimeter Unc. 2.7 1.6 0.67 1:03 

Compton/SLD IP - 1.1 0.17 0.18 

Total P, Uncertainty 2.7 1.9 0.69 1.04 

1 - 
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where z = cos 8 is the angle of the final state fermion with respect to the beam axis, 

and a’(z) = daf/dz. Here, it is assumed that P, = +l for a right-handed (positive 

helicity) electron beam. Thus, the vector (v) and axial-vector (a) couplings are 

the free parameters which specify the 2 - f coupling. In the Standard Model, 

v = Ireak - 2Q sin2 Ow (4) 

a = IWeak 
3 - (5) - : 

With the use of a polarized electron beam, these coupling parameters can be ex- 

tracted independently of the initial state couplings v, and a,, via the two following 

observables. The first of these, the ratio of partial widths 

(6) 

does not require the use of polarized beams; the restriction of the denominator 

quark species only (no leptons) leads to the cancellation of QCD radiative effects. 

The second of these, the polarized forward-backward asymmetry, does require the 

use of polarized beams: 

AL(Z) = ai + l&-z) + a;(z) + aA 

km - &41 - I&4 - 4-41 = Jp I& 22 

e 1+z*’ (7) 

where the subscript L (R) re ers to left-handed (right-handed) electron beam, and f 

i’ 

is the quantitative extent of parity violation in the 2’ - f coupling. These two 

measurements specify the 2’ - f coupling in generaiity. 

Finally, one can define the left-right asymmetry 

where the sum is restricted to all final states except e+e- in order to avoid having 

to unravel t-channel effects. This is a particularly potent way to measure sin2 0~ 

provided P, can be measured precisely: 

A _ 2(1 -4sin26w) 

LR - 1 + (1 - 4 sin2 0~)~ (10) 
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making ALR very sensitive to the weak mixing angle: 

d&R 
d sin2 tiw 

N- -7.8. (11) 

It should be pointed out that these relations have been derived for the case of 

the Born-level interaction. However, since the Z”-pole measurements now provide 

the most accurate constraints on Standard Model consistency, the convention that 

has arisen is to incorporate higher order effects by making Eqn. (10) the definition 

of the weak mixing angle. This is denoted by the notation sin2 0$; higher order 

effects must then be explicitly accounted for when comparing this value with that 

of non-ZO-pole measurements. 

4 Measurement of ALR 

In practice, ALR is measured with hadronic final states only, with the leptonic final 

states considered separately (see below). In 1996, a 99.9% pure hadronic sample 

was selected by requiring that the absolute value of the energy imbalance (ratio 

of vector to scalar energy sum in the calorimeter) be less than 0.6, that there 

be at least 22 GeV of visible calorimetric energy, and at least 4 charges tracks 

reconstructed in the central tracker. This selection was 92% efficient, resulting in 

a sample of 28,713 (22,662) h a d ronic 2’ decays recorded with left-handed (right- 

handed)- electron beam. Including a +0.06% experimental correction for false 

asymmetries and backgrounds, this yields a value 

'LR 

1 NL - NR 
meas - 

P,NL +-R 
= 0.1541 f 0.0057 f 0.0016 (12) 

where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the polar- 

ization scale. To correct this to a Z”-pole asymmetry, the value must be raised 

by 1.9% to account for the effects of 2 - y interference, yielding the 1996-only 

preliminary result 

AiR = 0.1570 f 0.0057 * 0.0017 (13) 

sin2 S$ = 0.23025 f 0.00073 f 0.00021. (14 

5 Leptonic Final State Asymmetries 

Parity violation in the Z”-lepton couplings is measured by fits to the differential 

cross section (3) separately for the three leptonic final states, including the effects 
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Table 2. Lepton sample statistics 

Channel Sample Efficiency Purity Dominant Background 

Size (I cos81 < 0.7) 

e+e- 4527 92% 99.3% r+r- 

cL+cL- 3788 96% > 99.9% - 

r+r-- 3748 90% 97.0% e+e- 9 77 

of t-channel exchange for the 2’ + e+e- final state. Leptonic final states in the 

range I cos 191 < 0.7 are selected by requiring that events have between two and 

eight charged tracks in the CDC, at least one track with p 2 1 GeV/c, and a net 

charge of -1. Events are identified as bhabha candidates if the total calorimetric 

energy associated with the two most energetic tracks is greater than 45 GeV. On 

the other hand, if there is less than 10 GeV of associated energy for each track, 

and there is a two-track combination with an invariant mass of greater than 70 

GeV/c2, the event is classified as a muon candidate. Finally, events are classified 

as tau candidates provided the r+r- invariant mass is less than 70 GeV/c2, with a 

separation angle of at least 160”, and a mass of less than 1.8 GeV/c2 and associated 

energy of less than 27.5 GeV for each of the two tau candidates in the event. The 

resulting efficiencies and purities are shown in Table 2. 

An example of the resulting polar angle distribution (in this case for muons 

from the 1993 and 1994-5 analyses) is shown in Fig. 4. The results of fits to 

the angular distributions, after correcting for the small background contamina- 

tion, are summarized in Table 3. For the electron final state, t-channel effects are 

incorporated into the angular distribution, while for the tau final state, a small 

cos B-dependent efficiency correction has been applied to account for the the ef- 

fects of the correlation between visible energy and net tau polarization (the ‘V-A 

effect’) on the tau identification efficiency. Note that all channels provide infor- 

mation about A,, which comes in through the left-right cross section asymmetry. 

The final-state lepton couplings are constrained by the angular distributions; for 

muons, the SLD value ASLD = 0.102 f 0.034 is competitive with the overall LEP P 
value ALEP = 0.155 f 0.016.3 A combination of the values in Table 3, assuming P 
lepton universality, yields the value 

sin: 0$? = 0.2310 f 0.0014. (15) 
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Table 3. Results of the lepton asymmetry analysis 

. 

Channel Sample A, 4 A, 

e+e- 4527 0.156 f 0.019 f 0.001 

P+P- 3788 0.169 f 0.022 Z!Z 0.001 0.102 zt 0.034 f 0.001 

r+r- 3748 0.128f0.622f 0.002 0.195f0.034f 0.003 

6 SLD Combined Value of sin2 O$ 

Combining the 1996 A LR and lepton channel measurements with the 1993-5 ALR 

result4 yields the SLD combined value 

sin2 0; = 0.23055 f 0.00041, (16) 

which is 2.8~ lower than the preliminary LEP combined value sin’ OGff = 0.23196f 

0.00028.3 This discrepancy is reflected in Fig. 5, which exhibits the constraints on 

Z” propagator vacuum polarization effects provided by precise electroweak data. 

The two axis parameters, ‘S’ and ‘T’, represent the size of generic weak-isospin con- 

serving and weak-isospin violating vacuum polarization effects, respectively,5 with 

the point (0,O) corresponding to the Standard Model expectation with mt = 175 

GeV/c2 and mH = 300 GeV/c 2. The probability that the four measurement tra- 

jectories are consistent with a single point in (S,T) space is about 5%. If this poor 

goodness-of-fit is not statistical, conclusions regarding overall Standard-Model 

consistency depend greatly on which of the two A”-pole asymmetry measurements 

is correct. If the SLD measurement is wrong, then the remaining measurements 

are consistent with the Standard Model contour, and suggest an intermediate 

Higgs Boson mass. If instead the LEP measurement is in error, then the entire 

Standard Model contour lies outside the best-fit region, with the best consistency 

occurring for a light Higgs mass. 

7 Heavy Quark Identification - The Mass Tag 

The SLD mass tag is described in more detail elsewhere in these proceedings.’ 

Secondary vertices from decays of hadrons containing heavy (b, c) quarks are 
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Fig. 5. Plot of observed trajectories for 2’ vacuum polarization corrections, for 

generic weak-isospin conserving (S) and violating (T) corrections. 

observed as points displaced from the SLD interaction point which have a high 

probability that two or more tracks overlap. The mass tag is then applied to the 

‘pl-corrected’ secondary vertex mass 

-- 

(17) 

of tracks in the secondary vertex, where pl is the transverse component of the 

secondary vertex momentum resultant with respect to the secondary vertex flight 

direction. Two samples - bottom and charm - are identified within the regions 

A4 > 2.0 and 0.6 < M < 2.0, respectively, where M is measured in GeV/c2. The M 

distribution for the 1996 data is shown in Fig. 6, compared to its MC expectation, 

which is broken up into its bottom, charm, and light (uds) contributions. 

8 Measurement of Partial Width Ratios 

The SLD measures the partial width ratios & and R, of bottom quark and charm 

quark production relative to all hadronic production. 

12 
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Fig. 6. Distribution in the pl-corrected mass M for the 1996 data. The region 

0.6 < A4 < 2.0 is the charm-enhanced region, while M > 2.0 is the bottom- 

enhanced region. 

8.1 Measurement of Rb 

In the bottom quark region (A4 > 2.0 GeV/c2), the 1993-5 hemisphere b-tagging 

efficiency, estimated from Monte Carlo, was 35.6%) with a sample purity of 98.0%. 

In 1996, with VXD-III, a hemisphere tagging efficiency of 47.9% was achieved with 

essentially the same sample purity. With a hemisphere tag, both the single-tag 

and double-tag rates are observable, leading to the ability to constrain an addi- 

tional parameter in the &, measurement. Thus, allowing the hemisphere tagging 

efficiency to be constrained simultaneously with Rb greatly reduces systematic 

error by removing much of the dependence upon Monte Carlo modeling.6 The 

resulting value of & for the 1993-5 data is 

Rb = 0.2142 f 0.0034 f 0.0016, (18) 

while the 1996 preliminary number is 

Rb = 0.2102 f 0.0034 f 0.0022, (19) 

leading to an SLD combined preliminary value 

& = 0.2124 f 0.0024 f 0.0017, (20) 
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R, Measurements (Summer-97) 

L3 Event shape 

LEP Lepton fit 
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DELPHI Multi-var - 
New 
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0.2223kO.0030+0.0064 
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0.2159kO.0009&0.0011 
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0.2176iO.0015kO.0026 

0.2176kO.0014f0.0017 

0.2124kO.0024f0.0017 

0.2170+-0.0009 
Inc. +O. 0003 for y-exchange 

Fig. 7. Compendium of results for the measurement of &. 

with the dominant systematic uncertainty arising from unmodelled smearing of 

the SLD tracking system. As a check, the hemisphere tagging efficiency extracted 

from the data was (35.1 f O.S)% for 1993-5, and (47.9 f O.S)% for 1996, in good 

agreement with Monte Carlo expectations. A comparison of the SLD Rb result 

with LEP results is shown in Fig. 7. 

8.2 Measurement of R, 

As seen in Fig. 6, the restriction to the region 0.6 < M < 2.0 provides a charm 

sample with a purity of less than 50%. To increase the charm sample purity, 

and additional cut requiring (15M - pv/c) < 10 GeV/c2 is applied, where p, 

is the magnitude of the secondary vertex momentum resultant. This cut takes 

advantage of the fact that a secondary vertex with low mass which is really due to 

an underlying charm event should reflect the hard charm-quark fragmentation (see 

Fig. 8). The resulting MC expectation for the hemisphere charm quark tagging 

efficiency for 1993-5 (1996) is 10.6% (14.8%), with a purity in both cases of about 

67%. 

With a relatively low purity, simultaneously constraining the charm-tagging 
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Fig. 8. Plot of the Monte Carlo distribution of Pvtz US. Mzltz (the pl-corrected 

mass) separately for bottom and charm decays in the charm sample region 0.6 < 

M < 2.0. 

efficiency alone is not enough to sufficiently reduce systematic uncertainty. Thus, 

a third constraint from data, the mixed bottom and charm tagged fraction (charm 

tag in one hemisphere, bottom tag in the other) allows the additional extraction 

of the bottom-tagging efficiency of the charm selection, tightly constraining the 

charm sample purity. The resulting 1993-6 combined preliminary measurement 

R& = 0.181 f 0.012 f 0.008 (21) 

is then statistics-dominated, with a systematic uncertainty dominated by uncer- 

tainty in the SLD IP position. The SLD combined result is compared to LEP 

measurements in Fig. 9. 

9 Heavy Quark Polarized Forward-Backward 

Asymmetries 

A technical issue of some importance in the measurement of quark forward- 

backward asymmetries is that of QCD radiative effects, which nominally reduce 

2’ pole asymmetries by 3-4%, with some dependence upon final state quark mass.’ 

However, the analysis procedure, due to the effects of heavy-quark tagging, and 

estimation of the underlying quark charge and direction, tends to bias against 

multi-jet events, thus reducing the effects of QCD radiation. After taking into 
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Fig. 9. Compendium of results for the measurement of R,. 

account analysis effects, the typical remaining QCD correction is l-1.5%. This 

issue has been studied individually for each of the five approaches discussed here, 

and has been incorporated in the numbers quoted for each analysis. 

9.1 Cascade Kaon Analysis 

In this analysis, the SLD CRID is used to identify charged kaons from the b + 

c + s cascade. The identified kaon thus provides an estimate of the charge of the 

underlying b quark, while the flight direction is estimated with the thrust axis. 

Only kaons ,from events identified as 2 + b$ candidates by the standard mass 

tag are considered. In addition, rejection of fragmentation kaons is achieved by 

requiring the quantity L/D to be less than 0.5, where D is the secondary vertex 

flight distance, and L the perpendicular distance from the candidate kaon track 

to the secondary vertex flight axis, at the track’s point of closest approach to that 

axis (see Fig. 10). Th e resulting angular distribution of the signed thrust axis, 

separately for left- and right-handed electron beam, is shown in Fig. 11. A fit to 
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Fig. 10. Plot of the L/D distribution of CRID-tagged kaons (crosses). The 

corresponding MC expectation (histogram) is divided between fragmentation 

and secondary vertex tracks, showing the separation achieved by the vertexing 

system. 
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the distribution yields the preliminary value 

Ab = 0.891 f 0.083 f 0.113 s (22) 

where the dominant systematic error is due to the uncertainty in the wrong- 

sign fraction F(B* + Kr); an analysis of existing ARGUS data is underway to 

improve the empirical constraint on this quantity. 

9.2 Momentum-weighted Track Charge Analysis 

In this analysis, 2’ + bs events are again identified with the standard mass tag, 

but the charge of the underlying b quark is determined via a momentum-weighted 

track charge sum 

where p is the thrust axis, and the sum runs over all tracks in the event. Positive 

Q indicates that a b quark lies along the thrust axis, while negative Q indicates 

that a 5 quark lies along the thrust axis. It is possible to measure the correct- 

signing probability of the track charge sum by comparing the distribution of the 

data in I&I to that of the variable 

Q’ = - c q;($ . PI”.” 

tracks 
(24) 

The distribution in Q’ is proportional to the combination of the intrinsic width 

and separation between the b and 6 distributions, while the width of the full event 

I&I distribution is solely proportional to the intrinsic width of the hemispheric Q 

distribution. Formally, since the hemispheric Q distribution is nearly Gaussian, 

the correct signing probability can be written 

1 
pcorr(lQl) = 1 + ezp(-aIQ)) (25) 

where 

cY= 
q/En=& 

u;, 
. (26) 

Fig. 12 shows the I&I (dots) and Q’ (circles) d is ri u t b t ions for the 2’ + b6 sample; 

the amount of observed extra width in the Q’ distribution corresponds to a mean 

correct-signing probability of 68%. Use of this self-calibration technique allows 
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Fig. 12. Overlay plot of the Q and Q’ distributions for the 1994-5 data. The 

difference in the widths of the two distributions is related to the analyzing power 

of the track-charge sum. 

Monte Carlo modeling uncertainties to be largely avoided. The resulting fit to the 

&quark angular distributions yields the preliminary value 

Ab = 0.911 f 0.045 f 0.045, (27) 

where the dominant contribution to the systematic uncertainty is from the statis- 

tics of the track-charge self-calibration. 

9.3 Inclusive Semi-leptonic Decay Analysis 

Leptons from the semi-leptonic processes b + cl-i71 and c + .sZ+vr simultaneously 

provide information about the underlying quark charge as well as the quark direc- 

tion. The lepton total momentum and transverse momentum with respect to the 

jet axis, as well as the hemisphere secondary vertex mass if available, provide in- 

formation which permits the statistical separation between leptons from the decay 

of primary bottom and charm quarks. In hadronic events, muons are identified via 

CRID identification and their penetration through the Warm Iron Calorimeter, 

while electrons are identified with a neural net incorporating CRID identification, 
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shower shape, and the momentum/energy match between the CDC and Liquid 

Argon Calorimeter. The resulting angular distributions are fit simultaneously for 

Ab and A,. Correcting for backgrounds and the effects of B - B mixing yields the 

preliminary results 

Ab = 0.877 f 0.068 f 0.047 (28) 

A, = 0.614 f 0.104 f 0.074. (29) 

9.4 Inclusive Charm Analysis 

The inclusive charm A, measurement makes use of the same charm sample as the 

corresponding R, analysis. The sign of the underlying charm quark is determined 

from the net charge of the secondary vertex if not zero (51% of the time), or from 

the charge of an identified kaon if available (33% of the time). The fit to the 

resulting angular distributions yields the preliminary value 

A, = 0.662 f 0.068 f 0.042. (30) 

9.5 Exclusive Charm Analysis 

The SLD reconstructs exclusive charm signals in four modes: D*+ -+ DOT+, with 

Do + K-r+, K-7r+7r”, K-7rIT+7rTT+7rTT-, and D+ + li’-7r+r-. Fig. 13 shows the 

difference between the K- T and Do - r invariant mass for D* + DOT (Do + KT 

candidates. A clear peak with low background is observed. Although the overall 

charm reconstruction efficiency is low (4%), the exclusive signals reveal the sign 

and flight direction of the underlying charm quark with high accuracy. A fit to 

the resulting angular distributions yields the preliminary result 

A, = 0.64 f 0.11 f 0.06. (31) 

9.6 Summary of SLD Hadronic Final State Asymmetry 

Measurements 

A synopsis of the SLD heavy quark polarized forward-backward asymmetry results 

is presented in Table 4. A weighted averages of the individual results, incorpo- 

rating the effects of experimental correlations, yields the 1993-5 preliminary SLD 

averages 

.& = 0.898 f 0.052 (32) 
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M(D*)-M(D’) (GeV/c2) 

Fig. 13. Plot of the mass difference distribution for the decay chain D+* -+ D'K+, 

Do + K-n+. A clear charm signal is observed. 

A, = 0.647 f 0.60, (33) 

to be compared with the Standard Model expectations Ab = 0.935 and A, = 

0.667. Comparisons with results from LEP are shown in Figs. 14 and 15; for 

the LEP measurements, the value of the heavy quark coupling parameter A, has 

been obtained from the unpolarized forward-backward asymmetry AgB = $A,A,, 

assuming the LEP/SLD weighted average Al for A,. 

Table 4. Results of the b and c quark asymmetry analyses 

- 

r 
I- 

Approach 

Jet Charge Sum 

Inclusive Leptons 

Cascade Kaon 

Exclusive Charm 

Inclusive Charm 

SLD Average 

Ab l- 

0.911 f 0.045 f 0.045 

0.877 f 0.068 f 0.047 

0.891 f 0.083 f 0.113 

- 

- 

0.898 f 0.052 

AC 
- 

0.614 f 0.104 f 0.074 

- 

0.64 f 0.11 f 0.06 

0.662 f 0.068 f 0.042 

0.647 f 0.060 

] 
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A, Measurements (Summer-97) 
0 

SLD JetC 

SLD Lepton 

SLD K+- tag 

SLD Average 

ALEPH Lept 

DELPHI Lept 

L3 Lept 

OPAL Lept 

DELPHI JetC 

L3 JetC 

OPAL JetC 

LEP Average 

I 

0.911 * 0.045 It 0.045 

0.877 It 0.068 f 0.047 

0.891 f 0.083 f 0.113 

0.898 IL 0.052 

0.873 f 0.039 f 0.026 

0.970 f 0.068 f 0.031 

0.871 310.056 f 0.037 

0.825 f 0.039 f 0.022 

0.899 f 0.063 f 0.038 

0.776 f 0.104 f 0.051 

0.907 AI 0.046 f 0.042 

0.868 f 0.025 

LEP Measurements: A, = 4 AopbFs I3 A, 
Ab 

Using A,=0.1512iO.0023 (Combine SLD A,, and LEP A,) 

Fig. 14. Compendium of results for the measurement of Ab. 
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A, Measurements (Summer-W) 

SLD K & vtx-Cl 

SLD Lepton 

SLD D’,D+ 

SLD Average 

ALEPH Lept 

DELPHI Lept 

L3 Lept 

OPAL Lept 

ALEPH D’ 

DELPHI D’ 

OPAL D’ 

LEP Average 

0.66 f 0.07 f 0.04 

0.61 f 0.10 It 0.07 

0.64 f 0.11 f 0.06 

0.647 f 0.060 

0.86 f 0.18 + 0.17 

0.80f0.12f0.11 

0.76 3~ 0.33 f 0.22 

0.58 f 0.05 It 0.05 

0.62 f 0.12 f 0.03 

0.73 f 0.11 -+ 0.05 

0.61 + 0.11 f 0.05 

0.653 f. 0.043 

LEP Measurements: A, = 4 A°CFs / 3 A, 
Using A,=O.1512M.0023 (Combine SLD A,, and LEP A,) 

Fig. 15. Compendium of results for the measurement of A,. 
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10 Global Fits for 2 - b Coupling Parameters 

. 

In addition to & and APB, there are a number of other observables sensitive to 

2 - b coupling parameters. Observables sensitive to the overall coupling strength 

are &,, R, = I’had/I’lt[-, the peak hadronic cross section triad, and R,. Observables 

sensitive to the extent of pari~ty violation in the Z-b coupling are the polarized and 

unpolarized forward-backward asymmetries A;, and A&. However, a number of 

these depend strongly on sin2 t9;, so in order to incorporate all of these observables 

into a constraint on 2 - b couplings, it is necessary to do a simultaneous fit for &,, 

At,, and sin2 eeff W, where the value of sin2 13~; used in the fit is that measured from 

leptonic final states only. The procedure for doing this fit has been developed 

in Ref. 8. The result of this fit, projected into the sin2 8@-& plane is shown 

in Fig. 16, while the projection of the fit into the sin2 &$--& plane is shown in 

Fig. 17. The results are expressed in terms of the variables 6s, Sr, and Sa, which are 

the differences between observation and Standard Model expectation for sin2 0$‘, 

roughly -l/4&,, and -3/5A b, respectively. The Standard Model expectation has 

been calculated for the values U-Q = 180 GeV/c2, rnH = 300 GeV/c2, crs(Mi) = 

0.117, and cr~~(Mi.) = (128.96)-l, corresponding to the point (0,O) on each plot. 

The Standard Model contour shown corresponds to the range 100 < mH < 1000 

and 170 < mt < 190. In the sin28$-&, plane, the fit is within one standard 

deviation of the Standard Model contour, reflecting the improved consistency of 

current & measurements with the Standard Model. A preference for low Higgs 

mass, coming from the weak mixing angle measurement, has the same empirical 

source as that observed in Fig. 5. In the sin2 eeff w-Ah plane, however, agreement is 

not observed between experiments and the Standard Model expectation, primarily 

due to the combination of the low forward-backward asymmetry measurement 

from LEP with the low weak mixing angle measurement from the SLD. However, 

the SLD polarized asymmetry measurement, which is independent of sin’ 19@, is 

in agreement with the Standard Model expectation, but does not have enough 

statistical power to nullify the effect of the LEP measurement. Clearly, a more 

accurate measurement of a>, from the SLD is crucial if this issue is to be resolved. 
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Fig. 16. Plots of simultaneous fits to sin2 &$ and Zb vertex parameters, projected 

into the Sr (&-like) and sin2 19$ plane. 

Fig. 17. Plqts of simultaneous fits to sin2 O$? and Zb vertex parameters, projected 

into the 6a (Ab-like) and sin2 ~9$ plane. 
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Fig. 18. Plot of the cos 0 dependence of the tau transverse polarization generated 
A 

by anomalous weak magnetic (d7) and weak electric (d7) dipole moments. 

11 Tau Lepton Anomalous Moments 

The inclusion of an ad-hoc term 

Jc anmn = $T[Gq,(d, - i(i,y5)]7z, (34) 

in the 2 - r coupling gives rise to complex anomalous weak magnetic (d7) and 

weak electric (c?j. dipole moments, which can be constrained with SLD data. 

These terms generate net transverse polarization of the taus from 2’ decay (see 

Fig. IS), which can be detected by fitting the the- quadruple-differential cross 

section 
d4n,R 

dx*dWd cos 8 
(35) 

separately for left- and right-handed electron beam.g Here, x* and R’ are the 

scaled energy and solid angle of the charged track in the ems frame of l-prong tau 

decays; the one-prong decay modes used in the analysis are T + TV,, r + pv,, 

7 + eF’,u,, and r + @,v,. The results of these fits for the SLD data are shown 

in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Comparison between SLD and preexisting limits on the weak electric 

and weak magnetic moments of the tau lepton 

Parameter SLD Limit Pre-existing Limit 

(x10 -l’e cm) ( x lo-“e cm) 

IReWl < 8.5 < 8.1 

IIm Cd4 I < 6.3 < 8.1 

IWQI < 9.1 < 0.32 

P-G) I < 6.6 < 1.0 

12 Summary and Outlook 

The polarization and vertexing capabilities of the SLC/SLD are an ideal combi- 

nation for the exploration of electroweak physics at the 2’ pole. SLD has made 

major contributions to the body of electroweak results in a number of arenas, 

including the single best measurement of the weak mixing angle, and unique mea- 

surements of the coupling of heavy flavors to the 2’. The SLD is currently at the 

beginning of a long run with a projection of 500,000 recorded 2’ decays. With 

this sample at hand, the SLD expects an uncertainty on the weak mixing angle of 

6sin2 Sk* = f0.00020, leading to a 40 discrepancy with LEP if the central values 

remain unchanged. In addition, the SLD expects to achieve or exceed the cur- 

rent LEP accuracy for most heavy quark coupling measurements, with a largely 

independent approach. In the lepton sector, the SLD should arrive at a dominant 

e - ~1 universality constraint from its mu-pair angular distributions, and improve 

its limits on anomalous tau couplings, which are already the best in the world in 

the case of the weak magnetic moment. 
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